FOR YOUR DIARY
Date

Time

Event

Friday
6 July

Story

Closing date – Entries are invited for the award to the owner of the best
Best Restored restored car or motorcycle. Contact Mike Legg for details.
Car
We apologise for the late notice.

Thursday 5 to 8pm
12 July
Thursday
19 July

6 pm

Sunday
22 July

tba

Saturday
28 July

9am to
12noon

Saturday
1 Dec

All day

Don's DVD
AGM and
Ladies Night

Don Lee shows a half hour car program every second
Thursday, during the club noggin.
AGM will be held in the club house followed by Ladies
Night. Snacks will be provided.
Minutes & agenda etc were copied to members with the
June Fanmail.

Salem
This is a provisional arrangement. To be confirmed by
bring and braai email – if not on email and interested, please phone Bill
Martin closer to the time. Stopping over at Peter Wilmot's
farm Bellcrest to view a 1916 Dodge which is for sale.
AVCMC
Museum

Last Sat each month. Bring your old cars and friends.

Nelson Mandela Hosted by the Eastern Province Veteran Car Club.
Bay Motor Fair

BIRTHDAY
CONGRATULATIONS

July

Roger Darkes

6

Jimmy Kamffer

7

Wolfgang Heyng

18

Alan Pike

25

Dion Rieger

31

Nigel Pearson

31

Note from your Editor:
There are still some gaps in our birthday list, as noted in detail in June Fanmail. Please feel free to
let me have your birth date (not the year, if you wish).
Isabella Avis
Frank Bowker
Eden Bradfield
Matthew Gouws
Gwen Hill
Manfred Jung

Gerda Kartenberg
Juergen Kartenberg
Suzan Koch
Shirley Martin
Susan Webber

You can sms or phone your birth day to Ron Gush at 083 272 1961 (leave a message if I do not
answer) or email avcmcnews@gmail.com

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome Jim McClean and Nigel Pearson to the Club and trust that they will enjoy their
membership. Jim has a 1934 Hillman Minx and Nigel owns a 1968 Ford Galaxie 500 LTD both in
good condition. We look forward to meeting the men and their machines.

THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY
Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is courage to continue that counts. (Winston Churchill)
Two mental patients escape from the asylum and make it onto the roof.
“We don't have a ladder to get to the next building” says one.
“No matter” says the other, “I've got this torch. I'll shine the light across and you walk on the beam”.
“Are you insane?” says the other. “I know you'll switch it off when I'm halfway...”
My wife was standing nude, looking in the bedroom mirror. She was not happy with what she saw
and said to me, "I look old, fat and ugly. I really need you to pay me a compliment.'
I replied, "Your eyesight's near perfect."

Clearly, we don't know how to load a double-cab!
With thanks to Bill Jukes for the pics.

CONTINENTAL MILLIGAN TIME TRIAL
by Mike Newlands

Personally I like a bit of patina on an old car
but this is taking it a bit far. It is a Corolla – that
it is still mobile says a lot for Toyota.

We gathered at the Fish River Sun on Sunday 10 June for registration and the scrutineering of the
cars. AVCMC had three entries – Bruce Yendall & Des Hill in Bruce’s 1941 Chev Coupe; Bill &
Shirley Martin in a 1967 MGB GT and Trevor Hoole and myself in my 1975 Alfa Spider. The day’s
activities were followed by a buffet dinner at the Fish.
It was great to see a number of club members
viewing the array of vehicles on display.
The huge breakfast provided a base before we set
off on a clear Monday morning through Port Alfred,
passed Kenton and Bushmans, through Alexandria
to the Nanaga Farm Stall where we enjoyed a
superb tea. At this point it emerged that a marshal
board, which had been turned by the wind, was
missed by most of the teams. We were pleased that
Trevor had spotted the board, only to learn that the
control had been scrapped!!
We continued to the days finish at the Settlers
Monument outside Grahamstown. The afternoon was
free for those who wished to explore the “City of Saints”.
As is traditional, the Monday is a theme evening. This year the theme was “Rock and Roll”. Bruce
was resplendent as “Al Capone” while Trevor and I donned wigs and fancy shirts to enter into the
spirit on things. Jeff Nel, the Clerk of the Course, provided brilliant 60’s and 70’s music. The meal
was, once again, great.
Tuesday saw us travel to Port Alfred and turn toward Bathurst before having another very special tea
at the Grahamstown Golf Club. After the usual comparing of notes and much banter, we set off along
the N2 towards Port Elizabeth, turning off to Salem and on to the finish at Beavers.
This day we nicknamed the driver of the car in front of us (at least the car that spent most of the time
in front of us), “Hubcap Harry”, as a result of him stopping in the middle of the rally to retrieve a
hubcap which had departed company with the wheel of his Valiant Regal. It was found in a tree!!!!!!
By this time belts were being loosened. This buffet was in the form of a Braai but equally tempting!
We awoke on Wednesday to find rain falling. By the start of the first cars the cloud had blown away
but returned as we set off. (The problem with being the last car off). Luckily we got ahead of the wet
weather after a short while. We were disappointed to see Bruce’s Chev stopped along side of the
road shortly after the start. This until I realised that this misfortune would almost certainly guarantee
me the bottle of Famous Grouse at stake for the highest finisher of our two cars.
We were headed in the direction of East London via Chalumna Pass and a trip around the houses in
Kidds Beach. We ended at the Border Vintage Car Club only to be told that all our efforts were in
vain, as the entire day had been scrapped due to incorrect speeds on the Route Schedule in Group
C. Needless to say we were disappointed as we calculated that we had had a faultless run!!! We
enjoyed a wonderful tea and tour of the museum at the back of the club house. What a great
collection of old vehicles and in fact anything old including an ancient dentists chair and equipment.
We filled the cars at Kleinmonde before we returning to the Fish.
We all descended upon the buffet at the Fish to receive the day’s results and partake of the
scrumptious Italian theme meal.
The final day dawned sunny and dry. The route took teams via Port Alfred, Kenton, Salem and
Grahamstown to the end point at the Toposcope. We had tea at the Pig and Whistle before a tour of
the Agricultural Museum.

We all returned to home base to prepare for the final results and prize giving.
The final dinner and prize giving was a splendid affair with meals being served at the tables. To our
great amazement the music was provided by none other than “Hubcap Harry” and magnificent music
is was. That man can make a guitar talk!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
After once again loading up with cholesterol, we went on our merry ways, yours truly with a bottle of
Famous Grouse firmly under the right arm!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
AVCMC Results:
7th
Mike and Trevor
14th Bruce and Des
19th Bill and Shirley
Highest Finishing Lady Driver
Highest Finishing First Timer

269 errors
544 errors
1142 errors
Shirley Martin
Mike Newlands

SAVVA TECHNICAL TIP NO 59 – FITTING ELECTRICAL FANS
Hooray! It’s pleasing to see that at least one person reads the Technical Tips. We had response
from Richard Palmer from the VCC who is the proud owner of an MGB and has had over-heating
problems in heavy traffic. His solution was to fit an electric fan which solved his problem. Many older
cars are very marginal and tend to overheat in traffic. On a hot day standing in traffic the engine
driven fan is only turning at idling speed and isn’t going to do much cooling. Under these conditions
a car needs a good water pump and a good capacity radiator. Some cars just aren’t equipped with
these items. There are three solutions:
1) Fit an electric radiator fan.
2) Fit a larger core radiator and upgraded fan. (many MGB’s have a 3 blade which can be
replaced with a more effective 4 blade)
3) Use your modern car.
Let’s look at the fitting of an electric fan. Firstly, decide which side of the radiator you can fit it. On
some cars it can go where the current fan is and pull the air through whilst on others it will be
mounted in front of the radiator blowing or pushing the air through. Incidentally, if you are fitting an
electric fan you may as well dispose of the old engine driven one – you’ll be surprised how much
quieter your engine will run.
There are various sizes of fans available, the popular solution seems to be to fit two fans side by
side rather than one large one. I think that’s because most radiators are oblong. Securing the fans
to the radiator shouldn’t be too much of a problem. I see in fan adverts in USA magazines they
supply cable ties that go through the cooling fins to hold them in position – seems to work.
Electric fans can take a fair amount of current when starting up so it would be advisable to fit a relay.
The thermostatically controlled switch can then operate the relay. The problem is – where to fit the
switch. One has a choice of fitting it into the engine block or into a receptacle in the radiator.
Ideally, we should try to fit the switch into the engines water jacket. Switches are available from
most parts suppliers for about R75.00 each. If your car has a temperature warning light you can use
the same hole and scrap the light, if however you have a temperature gauge – well that could
present a problem as I’m sure you will want to keep it working.
I recently had a situation where there just wasn’t place for the switch in the engine block as the only
suitable orifice was taken up by the temperature gauge unit which I wasn’t prepared to do without.
The solution was solved by having a radiator shop fit a small socket into the radiator that could
accommodate the switch. (They didn’t even charge me – bless them.) If you go this way, try to fit it
lower down in the radiator because if your water level is low the switch may not operate.

Another very simple alternative which is often used by caravaners is to fit a switch on the dash and
when the temperature goes up you simply switch the fan on manually. Just remember to switch it off
when it’s not needed.

TAILPIPE
by Ron Gush
My Dad and I used to farm along the Bushmans river near Sidbury until the early 70s. Whenever the
drought got us down, we used set off with our tails between our legs, to drive past Alicedale
sometimes towards Riebeeck East or perhaps to Ann's Villa. It was so dry up there that we always
came back much more cheerful to the Bushmans river valley. Maybe a beer or two in the Alicedale
pub helped as well.
More recently Pam and I had cause to drive the N3 between Pinetown and Howick. There we
realised how much we enjoy living in Kenton. OK the R72 is a bit scary and you have to be prepared
to dodge the odd car overtaking on a blind rise and so on, but what the heck. Now the N3 – that is
really frightening. I have never seen so many trucks. I am sure it is a very good sign for our country's
economy that there is so much freight moving between Johannesburg and Durban.
But, driving our little Ford on a fast and winding section east of Cato Ridge, I felt like a fly in a
gearbox. One tiny error of judgement and we would have been ground up and absorbed into the
gear oil. The little Ford would have been ground up so fine that not even the guys who pick up empty
beer cans would have found a little piece of it.
Coming up town hill outside Pietermaritzburg, there must have been three lanes of trucks abreast.
One lane parked solid on the yellow line – resting, brewing coffee or doing whatever they do when
they rest. The next lane grinding slowly up the hill and the third lane of trucks overtaking them.
Luckily the right lane was reserved for cars so we were not physically affected, although
psychologically we were scalded.
So for all it's local inefficiency, be very glad if you live in the good old Eastern Cape.

Trellis Doors
Burglar Guards
DIY Products
Roller Shutter Doors
37 Masonic Street
Port Alfred, 6170
Tel : (046) 624 2924
Email : xpandaportalfred@gmail.com
Let us take care of your family’s security
needs!!!!!

“Where thoughts become reality!”
www.marinecustoms.com
Email: marinecustoms2010@gmail.com
Hawkins Industrial
91 Alfred Road
Port Alfred
Rob Pattie 071 701 7580
For ALL of your boating needs

For Sale
Spanners. Mr Strauss has a
variety of imperial spanners and
tools for sale. 046 624 2666
(3/3)
1983 Mini 1275E in immaculate
condition. Licensed and in daily
use. Low kilos. R 30 000
Phone 082 781 0244
(1/3)
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